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Implementation of an LALR(l) Parser Generator
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis was to implement an LALR(l) parser generator
using the algorithm and methods presented in Aho and Ullman (1977).
Generally speaking this meant to input the definition of a LR(1) grammar
and output tables that could be used by a parser to decide whether or not
arbitrary sentences from the grammar are syntactically correct.
This paper is organized into the following sections:
I. Background. A brief summary of languages, grammar, parsing, and
parsing techniques is presented.
II. LALR(l) Parser Generator. A review of the method suggested by Aho
and Ullman (1977).
III. LALR(l) Parser Generator and Parser Overview. The Overview shows the
interaction between the parser generator and the parser.
IV. LALR(l) Parser Generator. A detailed description of the procedures used
to implement the parser generator.
V- Shift -Reduce Parser. A detailed description of the parser implemented to
test the parser generator tables.
VI. Sample runs of selected grammars through the parser generator and parser
are presented and explained.
VII. Conclusion. Discussion of implementation problems encountered, possible




According to Cleaveland and Uzgalis (1977) a
"language"
is a defined set
of strings.
"Strings"
are a sequence of symbols using the alphabet of
the language.
Grammars
Grammars define languages. "Phrase structured" grammars are defined by
Barrett and Couch (1979) as a four-tuple ( , N, P, S) where:
^ Is the set of all terminal symbols within the grammar.
N Is the set of all nonterminal symbols within the grammar where ^
and N are disjoint.
P Is the set of all productions of the form y * x where y and x are
in (NU)* and y contains at least one element in N, and
S Is a designated start symbol in N.
Chomsky (1965) defined four classes of phrase structured grammars:
Type 3 which defines Regular languages,
Type 2 which defines Context Free languages,
Type 1 which defines Context Sensitive languages, and
Type 0 which defines Recursively Enumerable languages.
Each type of grammar defines a set of languages which is a proper
subset of the set defined by any lower numbered grammar type. For
example, Type 0 grammars can define all of the languages definable
by Type 1, Type 2 or Type 3.
The difference between the four classes of grammar are explained
below using the four-tuple mentioned above.
Type 3 grammars have productions of the form:
A > xB or
A > x where A and B are in N and x is in *.
Type 2 grammars have productions of the form:
x y where x is a member
of N and y is any string in (NU
)*
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Type 1 grammars have productions of the form:
x > y where x and y are members of (NU )*, x contains at
least one member of N, and Jx| < jy| .
Type 0 grammars have productions of the form:
x * y where x is a member of (NU
)+
and y is a member of
(NU.)*.
It can be seen by examining the types of grammars that as we proceed from
Type 3 to Type 0 the restrictions on the productions decrease thereby
allowing greater freedom in the resultant languages and also increasing
the complexity of the parsing problem.
Context free languages are the most practical because they strike a
happy medium between generality and reasonable cost. In other words these
languages can be general enough to look like plain english (i.e. PL/1
and ALGOL) yet restrictive enough so that practical compilers can be
written for them. PL/1 and ALGOL are examples of context free languages
although there are context sensitive elements in both these languages
that are handled by other means than through the language definition.
One very important part of the compiler is the parser. It is the
parser's job to check incoming sentences from the language for correct
syntax. Does the string fulfill the requirements of the grammar?
As an example of the parsing problem consider the following grammar:
C: ( f+j*>(j)ja} , fE,T,FJ ,P,E) where P is the set of productions:
1. E -* E+T
2. E -> T
3. T - T*F
k. T -> F
5. F -* (E)
6. F --> a
a + a is a valid sentence in this language because it can be derived
from the following productions:
E -> E+T rule 1
-> E+F rule
4-
-> E+a rule 6
-> T+a rule 2
-> F+a rule k
-*. a+a rule 6
However, the sentence a+ is invalid because we can see by visual
inspection that the terminal symbol + cannot be the last terminal
in the sentence.
The parsing problem is to take the input sentences and determine
if, by applying the correct sequence of productions, the sentence is
valid for this grammar.
Three possible approaches to the parsing problem are:
1. Backtracking whereby we start with the first production and then
resolve a nonterminal on the right part of the production arbitrarily
by another production and keep on picking other productions until it
is determined that an error has been made. At that point the parser
must
"backtrack"
through the parse tree to try another path until
either all paths have been exhausted or the sentence is accepted.
Obviously this approach would be very time consuming.
2. Deterministic Top-Down Parser where the parser starts with the first
production and by looking at the next input symbol can positively
determine the next production to apply. This is also called a
LL(1) parser where LL means Left to right scan of input sentence
with Leftmost nonterminal resolved first.
3. Deterministic Bottom-up Parser where the parser starts with the input
string and works
"backward"
through the productions to obtain the
correct parse. One of the broad classes of bottom-up parsers
is the LR(k) parser where LR means Left to Right scan of input
with rightmost nonterminal resolved first. The (k) means that the
parser will look at the next k symbols to decide which production
to use. The LR(1) parser is a special case where the parser looks
ahead one symbol to determine which production to use.
Another name for this type of parsing is
"shift-reduce"
parsing and
in this name lies the key to this technique. As the input string of
terminals is examined the parser looks for any substring that matches
the right part of any production (also called a "handle") in the
grammar. Until a match is found the input terminals are shifted onto
a stack. When the match is found then the stacked symbols are replaced
with the left side of the production. The replacement process is called
a reduction, hence the name shift-reduce parsing. The shifting and
reducing continues until either: (a) the final reduction gives
the start symbol in which case the input string is valid for this
grammar or (b) no more reductions can be made and the start symbol has
not been reached in which case the string is invalid for this grammar.
Later on in this paper the complete algorithm for shift-reduce parsing
is presented.
As summarized by Barrett and Couch (1979) the technique that is most
general yet is able to detect a syntax error at the very earliest
point
is the last technique described above; the LR(1) parser.
This technique is very similar to the one outlined in Aho and Ullman
(1977) except Aho and Ullman go one step beyond the LR(1) parser to
the LALR(l) parser where LA stands for "lookahead". As it turns out
LR(1) parsers are very expensive when it comes to space. The LALR(l)
parser is a significant improvement over the LR(1) parser in this
respect.
The original work done on LR(k) parsers is Knuth (1965). The k indicates
the general case where k symbols are looked at before deciding which production
to apply next.
II. LALR(l) Parser Generator
One method described in Aho and Ullman (1977) of obtaining the LALR(l)
parsing tables is to construct the LR(1) parsing tables and then by
examining the generated items reduce the tables to LALR(l) tables.
The key element of the LR(1) parsing table construction is to generate
the LR(1) sets-of-items. According to Barrett and Couch (1979) an item
is a production carrying a position marker and a lookahead symbol.
Intuitively everything to the left of the marker has been recognized and
the lookahead symbol represents a possible terminal grammar symbol that
could appear next on the input stream for this production. The LR(1)
sets-ot-items are a series of states that define the possible parser for
the given grammar. As an input string is analyzed the parser moves
through the various states to determine if the sentence is correct. As
an example of an item consider the following:
A
-> B.CD,+
This is an item that references production:
A -> BCD
and that the first symbol in this production, B has been recognized and
that the lookahead symbol is a '+'. The lookahead can be any terminal
symbol in the grammar or a
'$'
signifying that the end of the string
has been reached.








for each set of items I in C and each grammar
symbol X such that G0T0( I ,X) is not empty
and not already in C do
add G0T0( I ,X) to C
until no more sets of items can be added to C
end
procedure CLOSURE ( I );
begin
repeat
for each item A -^VB^ ,aj in I , each
production B -* y, and each terminal b in FIRST {fi a)
such that fb -> y ytjj is not in I do
add [B -> -y,bj to I ;
until no more items can be added to I ;
return
end;
procedure G0T0( I ,X);
begin
let 3 be the set of items [h ->o<X' ,aj ,
such that
[A ->K-Xp ,aj is in I;
return CLOSUREp)
end;
The function FIRST (B) returns the set of terminals that begin strings
derived from B.
Procedure CLOSURE calculates the transitive completion mentioned in Knuth
(1965) and means intuitively that if item A -> -B0 is in CLOSURE (I)
then we would expect, at some point in the parsing process, to see a
string derivable from B0 . Therefore CLOSURE adds items to this set of
the form B -> .y .
The GOTO procedure calculates, for a given state and grammar symbol, the
next state the parser should go to.
The following algorithm, extracted from Aho and Ullman (1977) (Algorithm 6.3
in their book) gives the method for constructing the LR(1) parsing tables
GOTO and ACTION.
Construction of LR(1) parsing tables.
Input. A grammar G augmented by production S'-> S.
Output. If possible, the canonical LR parsing action function
ACTION and goto function GOTO.
Method.
1. Construct C = )I
, I , . . . , I 1 , the collection of sets
of LR(l) items for g!
n>
2. State i of the parser is constructed from I.. The parsing
actions for state i are determined as follows:
a) If [A -}<-a/P ,b] is in I. and G0T0(I.,a) = I., then
set ACTION i,a} to "shift
j."
1 J






S-,$] is in I., then set ACTION i,$J to
"accept."
If a conflict results from the above rules, the grammar is said not
to be LR(l) and the algorithm is said to fail.
3. The goto transitions for state i are determined as follows:
If G0T0(I.,A) =1., then GOTO [i,A] =j
J
4. All entries not defined by rules (2) through (3) are made
"error.
"





The action function ACTION and the goto function GOTO are two dimensional
arrays where the first dimensions represents the states and the second
dimension represents the grammar symbols. The elements of the goto function
are states whereas the elements of the action function indicate the action
that the parser is to take: shift, reduce by a production number, accept
sentence, or error meaning the sentence cannot be parsed.
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To obtain the LALR(l) parsing tables Aho and Ullman (1977) present the
following algorithm (Algorithm 6.4 in their text).
Input. A grammar G augmented by production
S'
-> S.
Output. The LALR parsing tables ACTION and GOTO.
Method.
1. Construct C = fl , I , . . . , 1^ , the collection of sets of
LR(l) items.
lU 1 nJ
2. For each core present among the sets of LR(l) items, find all
sets having that core, and replace these sets by their union.
3. Let C'= TOq, 3 , . . . , 3 "^ be the resulting sets of LRU)
items. The parsing actions for state i are constructed from 3.
in the same manner as in Algorithm 6.3. If there is a parsing-
action conflict, the algorithm fails to produce a parser, and
the grammar is said not to be LALR(l).
4. The GOTO table is constructed as follows: If 3 is the union of one
or more sets of LR(l) items, i.e., 3 = I, U I_ U . . . U I , then the
cores of G0T0(I.,X), GOTOU-jX) , . . . , G0T0(I ,X) are the same,
since I,, I-, ... , I. all nave the same core. Let K be the union
of all sets of items naving the same core as G0T0(I, ,X). Then
G0T0(3,X)=K.
III. LALR(l) Parser Generator and Parser Overview
General Flowchart (see figure 1.)
The project, as developed, ended up with two distinct parts: The parser
generator and a parser. The parser generator basically inputs a grammar
definition and output five files:
1. A report file which describes the actions taken by the parser generator
plus generates the action and goto tables.
2. Symbol table which defines the symbols in the grammar and the associated
shorthand notations.
3. Production table which contains the internal representation of the
productions.
4. The LALR size tables. This file contains the dimensions of the resultant
LALR action and GOTO tables.
5. The LALR action and GOTO tables.
The parser was needed to test various grammar strings to see if they could
be parsed correctly. Besides the four files generated from the Parser
Generator (see figure 1) the parser has an input file of grammar strings to
be tested and an output report file which gives the parse of the input




IV. LALR(l) Parser Generator
Important Data Structures
A. SYMBOLS (Appendix D p. 2)
An array where each element has the following structure:
1. 1 character that is internal representation of symbol.




3. Fixed binary number that gives the length of the external repre
sentation of symbol.
A-. Complete identifier (up to 30 characters) of external identifier.
B. PROD (Appendix D p. 2)
An array where each element is a production in the grammar and has
the following structure:
1. The number of this production. Numbering starts from one and
increases by one for each production defined in the grammar.
The next element after the last production has this field
set to zero as a delimiter.
2. One character (internal representation) that is the left part
of the production.
3. A fixed binary number that is the number of symbols in the
right part of the production.
k. Up to six characters of the right part of the production. Each
character is the internal representation of a grammar symbol.
C. ITEMS (Appendix D p. 2)
This array stores the generated items. Each element of the array has
the following structure:
1. STATE is a fixed binary number that is the state number of the
generated item.
2. NEXT which is a fixed binary number that is the element number
in the ITEMS array of the next item in this state. A -1
indicates that this is the last item in this state.
3. PROD is a fixed binary number that references the production (in
PROD array) that this item has been generated from.
k. POSIT is a fixed binary number that indicates the recognized
part of this item.
5. LA is one character that is the look ahead symbol.
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D. FIRSTS (Appendix D p. 2)
This array contains, for each grammar symbol, the possible terminal
symbols that can derive the object symbol. The symbols in this table
are in the internal format. Each element of this array has the
following structure.
1. N0_FIRSTS which is a binary number that is the number of first
symbols contained in the next element.
2. FIRSTS which is in itself an array where each element is a possible
FIRST symbol of the symbol in question.
Notice that this array does not have the object symbol itself stored.
That is because the relative position of each symbol in array
SYMBOLS (see above) is the same for array FIRSTS.
E. STATE__ITEMS (Appendix D p. 3)
This array contains the number of generated items in each state.
This array speeds up the process of determining identically equal
states. By checking this array two states can be checked for equality
in number of elements before checking for identically equal states.
F. GOTOS (Appendix D p. 3)
This array has two dimensions; one for the grammar symbols and one for
the parser states. When the parser does a shift action it then references
this array to determine the next state to go to.
G. ACTION (Appendix D p. 3)
This array has two dimensions; one for the grammar symbols and one for
the parser states. The elements of the array indicate whether the parser
is to shift, reduce or accept the input grammar string. There are
also invalid actions which could be the result of a non LR(l) grammar-
H. LALR_G0T0 (Appendix D p. 3)
Same as the GOTOS array except this goto array is for the LALR parsing
table whereas the GOTOS array was for the LRU) parsing table.
I. LALR_ACT (Appendix D p. 3)
Same as the ACTION array except this action array is for the LALR
parsing table whereas the


































A. Main Program (Appendix D pp 6-9)
The main processing breaks down into the following steps:
1. Call GRAMMAR
This procedure (see full description below) reads in the grammar
definition and sets up the terminals, non-terminals, production
and internal grammar symbols.
2. The grammar in its internal format is printed.
3. Call COMP_FIRSTS computes the FIRST function for each grammar
symbol and stores it in the array FIRSTS.
4. Call LR_ITEMS generates the LR(l) items for this grammar.
5. Call SR_TAB generates the LR(l) shift-reduce tables which are
contained in arrays ACTION and GOTOS.
6. The LR(l) ACTION and GOTOS arrays are printed.
7. Call LALR generates the LALR(l) shift-reduce tables.
8. The LALR(l) shift-reduce tables are printed.
9. Finally the files needed by the parser, namely the symbol table,
the production table, the LALR size table and the action
and goto tables are written out to disk.
B. LR_ITEMS (Appendix D p. 10)
The LR_ITEMS procedure causes the set of LR(l) items to be generated
primarily by calling the procedures GOTO and CLOSURE. LR_ITEMS sets
up the first item, adds it to the ITEMS array by calling ADD__ITEM
and then calls CLOSURE to perform closure on that set of items. The
result of this first call to CLOSURE is that state zero items have
been created.
The procedure then makes repeated calls to GOTO (for the goto function)
until all possible sets of items have been added to the ITEMS array.
Lastly the item table is printed.
C. CLOSURE (Appendix D p. 11)
This procedure performs closure on the set of items contained in
array ITEMS SET where N_ITST is the number
of items in the set. Each
element of the array ITEMS_SET is an integer that references an item
in the array ITEMS.
The main do loop executed is performed until all items in the set are
exhausted. For each item in the set to be closed procedure FND_PR0D
and procedure MFIRST are called. FND_PR0D returns a set of applicable
productions and MFIRST returns a set of terminals that satisfy the
lookahead function. New items are then created by taking all possible
combinations of the productions and the lookahead symbols. These new
items are added to the ITEMS array by procedure ADDITEM.
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D. FND_PROD (Appendix D p. 12)
This procedure is passed an item of the format [At>..B ,a] and
returns a set of productions in the grammar that are of the form: B>^
In other words it returns all productions in the grammar whose left part
is the first symbol of the unrecognized part of the item passed it.
The production numbers; of the returned productions, are stored in
array PR0D_# and the number of productions returned is stored in N_PR0D.
E. MFIRST (Appendix D p. 13)
This procedure is passed an item and it examines the second symbol of
the unrecognized portion of the right part of the item. It then
returns either:
1. The set of first symbols (by calling procedure FIRST) for that
examined symbol, or
2. The lookahead symbol for the input items if the examined symbol is
null.
F. FIRST (Appendix D p. 13)
This procedure is passed a grammar symbol and it returns the set of
first symbols for the input symbol. The set of first symbols for
each grammar symbol has already been computed by procedure COMP_FIRSTS
early in the program therefore this procedure is rather trivial.
G. PTR_SYM (Appendix D p. 14)
This is a utility procedure that returns the index number to the passed
grammar symbol. This procedure is used by procedures FIRST and
COMP_FIRSTS because they have the grammar symbol and need the index
to that symbol for use in array SYMBOLS.
H. ADD_TRM (Appendix D p. 14)
This procedure is used by procedure COMP_FIRSTS to add symbols to
set of first symbols in array FIRSTS. The input symbol is not added
to the object
symbols' list if it is already there.
I. TRM (Appendix D p. 14)
This is a utility procedure that given a grammar symbol it returns a
bit that indicates whether the passed symbol is a terminal ('0') or
non-terminal ('1').
3. C0MP_FIRSTS (Appendix D p. 15)
This procedure computes the set of first symbols for each grammar
symbol. The SYMBOLS array is setup such that all non-terminals appear
before all terminal symbols. C0MP_FIRSTS takes advantage of that
structure by starting with the last entry in the SYMBOLS array and
working towards the first entry.
Each terminal symbol has as its
set of first symbols itself. When the scan encounters a non-terminal
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it looks for a production whose left part is that non-terminal
then it gets the first symbol of the right part and obtains
the set of first symbols for it to use for the object non-terminal.
By using this procedure to compute the set of first symbols for each
grammar symbol at the beginning of the program, a considerable
amount of processing is saved by not doing recursive calls later on.
K. ADD_ITEM (Appendix D p. 16)
This procedure adds items to the ITEMS array. It is passed the
following information:
1. The state that the item is to be added to.
2. The production number that it is based on.
3. A number that represents the number of symbols recognized in the
right part of the production.
4. The lookahead symbol.
The procedure scans the ITEMS array to find the last item of
appropriate state and chains it to the new item to be added and then
it adds the new item.
A count is kept for the number of items in each state in array
STATE_ITEMS; this count is updated.
L. GOTO (Appendix D pp. 17-18)
The GOTO procedure computes the goto function for construction of
the LR(l) sets of items. It is provided upon entry the state it is
to perform the goto function for and the symbol it is to look for.
The third value passed is the relative position of the symbol within
the symbol table.
The procedure first finds the first item, within the ITEMS array, of
the passed state. Secondly, the procedure copies out all items within
that state whose next symbol, beyond the recognized part, is the passed
symbol. The items that are copied are placed in two places.
1. in the ITEMS array under a new state and
2. in ITEMS SET so that closure can be done on this new state.
A test is made on variable N_ITST, which is the number of items to
close, and if its zero the procedure is exited. If it is not zero
then there are items to perform closure on and procedure CLOSURE
is called.
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Because of the iterative nature of the LRU) item generation procedure
it is possible to generate duplicate GOTO states therefore this procedure
then does a check to see if the newly created set of items has
indeed already been added to the universal set. Since the number of
generated items in each state is saved in array STATE ITEMS a
quick check of that array will tell which of the state's have equal
number of items as compared to the new goto state. For those states
that have an equal number of items as the new state they must be
checked for identically equal by doing an item by item comparison.
If the new state is unique, then it is left as created and the element
selected by the input state and symbol of the two dimensional GOTOS
array is updated with the number of the newly created state. However,
if the new state had already existed then that state number is placed
in the GOTOS element as referenced by the input state and symbol.
M. SR_TAB (Appendix D p. 19)
This procedure creates the canonical LR parsing table for the input
grammar. The technique used is outlined in algorithm 6.3 of Aho and Ullman
(1977).
Each item is examined in the ITEMS array and depending upon the item
it will result in an array element of ACTION to be filled in with a
code that signifies Accept, Reduce or Shift. Accept is the case if
the item is the completely recognized first production with no more
look ahead characters. Reduce is the case if the item is a completely
recognized production. Shift is the case for any item that is a
partially recognized production whose next symbol is a terminal.
Before the appropriate action is stored in array ACTION the selected
element is examined to see if it has already been filled in with a
different action. If it has been then we have an action conflict which
means that this grammar is not an LR(l) grammar.
N. GRAMMAR (Appendix D pp. 20-21)
The purpose of this procedure is to read in the grammar definition
and set up the internal one character grammar symbols.
The rules for the grammar definition are as follows:
1. Each record must contain a valid 4 character transaction code of:
NONT for Nonterminal
TERM for Terminal, or
PROD for Production.
2. The first non-terminal defined is considered to be the start symbol.
3. Terminals and non-terminals ar separated by at least one blank
and have a maximum length of 30 characters.
4. Only one production allowed per record and the left part is
separated from the right part by a colon.
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For transaction codes NONT and TERM the records are scanned picking
out each grammar symbol and saved in the SYMBOLS array. Array REP_SYM
is used to sequentially assign a single character internal grammar
symbol to each input terminal and non-terminal.
Each production definition is scanned for its grammar symbols and these
are converted into the internal format and the whole production stored
into the PROD array.
0. INT (Appendix D p. 22)
This is a utility procedure which converts a full grammar symbol to
its internal representation. The conversion is done by scanning the
SYMBOLS array.
P. ALTER (Appendix D p. 22)
This procedure is used in the conversion process from the LR(l) parsing
tables to the LALR parsing tables. In the transformation process when
two states are deemed equal then this is called to merge the action entries
of the two states into one.
The procedure is passed two state numbers and it merges the action
entries from the second state into the first only if the action entry
of the first was undefined.
Q. LALR (Appendix D pp. 23-24)
This procedure does the conversion from the LR(l) parsing tables to
the LALR parsing tables by examining the canonical set of LR(l)
items. If two sets of items, in the LR(l) items, are equal without
respect to their lookahead symbols then they can be combined.
This procedure does that processing in the following steps:
1. Looks at all combinations of the states taken two at a time to
determine equality. Equality of any two states is determined by
procedure IDENT. If equality is determined then procedure ALTER
is called and array TRANSFORM is updated to reflect the combination
of the two states.
2. By looking at array TRANSFORM a list of deleted states is created.
3. The end result is to cause a decrease in the number of states and
in the process of state deletion there are valid states that are
beyond the state limits of the LALR tables. This portion reassigns
the valid states to the places previously occupied by the deleted
states. This necessitates moving the appropriate vectors of
arrays GOTOS and ACTION to the deleted places plus transforming
any reference to a deleted state
to a valid state.
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4. Arrays LALR_GOTO and LALR_ACT are dynamically allocated with the
new sizes.
5. The newly allocated LALR action and goto tables entries are filled
in from the transformed LRU) action and goto tables.
R. IDENT (Appendix D p. 25)
This procedure is called by procedure LALR to determine if two states
are equal so that they can be reduced to one state for the LALR
parsing tables. Equality is determined by checking that each item in
one state has an equal item in the second state (meaning that they
both reference the same production and have the same number of recognized
symbols) and vice versa.




The purpose of this program is to take strings from the grammar defined
to the parser generator and to parse them. If they do not parse correctly
then we can assume that the strings are not from the grammar.
Besides inputting the parsing tables and the production tables, which are
necessary to perform the basic function of this program, the symbol table
from the parser generator is also input. By doing this it was not
necessary to write a lexical analyzer for each grammar tested. All the
information necessary for lexical analysis is contained within the
symbol table therefore we have in effect a general lexical analysis within
this program.
Important Data Structures
SYMBOLS, PROD, GOTOS, and ACTION are the inportant data structures to
this program and they are the same ones as described under the parser
generator program.
The GOTOS and ACTION arrays can be either LR(l) or LALR. It makes no
difference to this program since it is only concerned with using the
actions described within each to perform its function.
Program Description
A. Main Procedure (Appendix E pp.4-6)
1. Declarations, initializations, and program housekeeping are done
first.
2. After all the files are opened, SYMTAB, PROD and LALRSZ arrays
are initialized by reading the appropriate files.
3. The LALRSZ array gives the dimension of the GOTOS and ACTION
arrays so that they can be dynamically allocated. Those arrays
are initialized by reading file LALRTAB.
4. The first symbol is obtained by calling procedure GETSYM.
5. Based upon the current state on top of the stack and the input
symbol one of the following actions, based upon the entry in the
ACTION array, takes place:
a. Invalid action which results in an invalid string message
being produced and the string being flushed.
b. Accept action which means the string was correctly parsed.
c. Shift which causes the input symbol to be pushed onto the stack
plus the appropriate goto state and another symbol obtained.
d. Reduce which causes reduction via a grammar production. The top
2n objects on the stack are popped off and replaced by the
left part of the production and a goto state, where n is the



































B. PUSH (Appendix E p. 7)
This is a utility procedure that takes a value and puts it on the
stack.
C. PTR_SYM (Appendix E p. 7)
This utility procedure returns an integer index to the passed
grammar symbol. The grammar symbol needs to be converted to a
relative number so that it can be used to index into GOTOS and
ACTION arrays.
D. GETSYM (Appendix E p. 8)
This procedure reads in a grammar string, converts the input grammar
symbols to their internal representation and returns the next symbol
to the calling procedure. When it runs out of symbols in the current
string it obtains another record to process.
E. INT (Appendix E p. 9)
This is a utility procedure which converts a full grammar symbol to




Three examples of the automatic parser output and symtactical analysis
of selected input strings are presented in appendices A, B, and C.
Specifically, Appendix A uses the same grammar example that Aho and Ullman
(1977) use in their example 6.10. Appendix B uses the grammar for standard
algebraic expressions and Appendix C uses a subset of the EASY language
defined by Wetherell (1978) for IF THEN ELSE statements.
Each appendix presents a different LR(l) grammar and is organized as
follows:
1. The input grammar definition specifying the grammar nonterminals,
terminals and production rules.
2. The internal grammar definition used by the parser generator. The
purpose of having an internal grammar is so that grammar symbols can
be reduced to single characters which facilitates the processing.
3. The computed first symbols for each grammar symbol.
4. The generated LR(l) items.
5. The LR(l) goto and action tables.
6. The LR(l) to LALR(l) transformation which shows which LR(l) states
were deleted and the final state transformation from LR(1) to
LALR(l).
7. The LALR(l) goto and action tables.
8. Examples of the parsing action taken on selected strings from the grammar.
-24-
In order to analyze input grammar strings the parser uses the method




Input. A set T of LR(k) tables for an LR(k) grammar G=(N,, P, S,),
with 1- T designated as the initial table, and an input string z*,
which is to be parsed.
Output. If zL(G), the right parse of G. Otherwise, an error
indication.
Method. Perform steps (1) and (2) until acceptance occurs or an error
is encountered. If acceptance occurs, the string in the output buffer
is the right parse of z.
(1) The lookahead string u, consisting of the next k input symbols,
is determined.
(2) The parsing action function f of the table on top of the pushdown
list is applied to the lookahead string u.
(a) If f(u)=shift, then the next input symbol, say
a, is removed from the input and shifted onto the pushdown
list. The goto function g of the table on top of the
pushdown list is applied to a to determine the new table to
be placed on top of the pushdown list. We then return to
step (1). If there is no next input symbol or g(a) is
undefined, halt and declare error.
(b) If f(u)=reduce i and production i is A ->e< , then 2 |<.j symbols
are removed from the top of the pushdown list, and production
number i is placed in the input buffer. A new table
T'
is then exposed as the top table of the pushdown list, and the
goto function of
T'
is applied to A to determine the next
table to be placed on top of the pushdown list. We place A
and this new table on top of the pushdown list and return
to step (1).
(c) If f(u)=error, we halt parsing (and, in practice, transfer to
an error recovery routine).
(d) If f(u)=accept, we halt and declare the string in the output
buffer to be the right parse of the original input string.
*Ife/=X ... X , at this point the top of the








the pushdown list along with any intervening LR tables.
-25-
To illustrate how this technique works let's consider the example
on p. A5 considering the following:
1. Use algorithm 5.7 in Aho and Ullman (1972) where k=l.
2. In the example on p. A5:
D = E means that D is the external grammar symbol and E is the
internal grammar symbol.
3. Use the LALR(l) goto and action tables on p. A4.
4. The initial state is zero.
5. $ represents the end of the input string.
STACK INPUT COMMENT
0 EE$
0E4 E$ Stack input character and state 4
0C2 E$ Reduce using Production number 4
0C2E4 $ Stack input character and state 4
0C2C5 $ Reduce using production number 4
OBI $ Reduce using production number 2
With state 1 on top of the stack and no more input the LALR(l) Action
function says accept.
To obtain the rightmost parse of a particular grammar sentence one
just has to apply the productions in reverse order from any example.
To illustrate let's apply the production numbers in reverse order for
the example on p. BIO.
Production










2 + (EXPRESSION + TERM)
* A
5 - (EXPRESSION + FACTOR)
* A
7 * (EXPRESSION + A)
* A
3 -> (TERM +A )
* A
5 -> (FACTOR + A)
* A
7 9 (A + A)
* A
Which does indeed yield the expected grammar string.
-26-
All the other examples presented are valid input strings for their
particular grammars except for the following ones:
The input string shown on p. A6 fails because the grammar defined
generates strings in the format of BmDBnD where m does not have to
equal n and either m or n can equal zero. Therefore, the string BD
must not be from this grammar.
The input string shown on p. B9 fails because the operators * and +
cannot be next to each other.
The input string shown on p. C6 fails because in the defined grammar




During the implementation there were several notable problem areas.
The first problem was that the end result (the parser generator)
was quite large taking approximately 800 PL/1 statements. The
algorithms and techniques presented in pseudo code by Aho and Ullman
expanded significantly when actually set down in a real language.
The second problem encountered had to do with the computation of FIRST
for each grammar symbol. The first attempt called for the FIRST
calculation to be done in the CLOSURE procedure each time CLOSURE
was called. This technique proved to be wasteful and overly
complicated. Using the recursive technique was academically appealing
but unnecessary. A far simpler and direct approach was to examine the
grammar productions and calculate FIRST for each grammar symbol prior
to generating the items.
The third problem encountered was dealing with duplicate generated
states. Due to the iterative nature of generating the LR(l) items it
is possible to generate a new state that is identically equal to a
previous state. Therefore, when each new state is generated it must be
checked against each previously generated state to ensure its uniqueness.
Although some steps were taken to optimize this process it could not be
eliminated entirely.
The last problem encountered was during array compression after the
LALR(l) array dimensions had been established. In order to achieve
the true benefit of the LALR(l) parsing tables, the arrays must contain
only valid states. Generally there are more LR(l) states then the
resultant LALR(l) states and the deleted states are, unfortunately,
not the last column vectors in the arrays. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to move valid states, that are beyond the LALR(l) state limits,
to deleted LR(l) states. This process includes moving the valid
states into the deleted states and changing any reference to the
moved state to its new state number.
Possible Extensions
There are two extensions that can be made to this implementation. The
first one deals with generating the LALR(l) tables directly instead of
going through the intermediate process of generating the LR(1) tables.
Using the intermediate step of producing the LRU) tables is instructive
on the technique but in reality takes up much more space than is necessary.
Generating the LALR(l) tables directly would be much more efficient.
The second extension that could be investigated is in the area of error
processing. In the current implementation when an error is detected in
the parsing of a sentence from the
grammar the sentence is flushed and the
next sentence is processed. Instead of flushing the sentence an error
processing function could be
invoked to attempt to use the partial parse
and perhaps
"correct"
the sentence so that it is syntactically correct.
-28-
Concluding Remarks
There are four benefits to the parser generator described in this paper-
The first benefit is that the LALR(l) parser generator can accept a
broad class of grammars. Secondly it detects syntax errors at the earliest
possible time inthe parsing process. Thirdly the LALR(l) parsing tables
are space efficient. Lastly, the generated output of the parser generator
greatly simplifies the parser. The parser's actions are determined in
a straight forward manner based upon the table entries. In a real
implementation the parsing tables could be generated ahead of time and
the parser could be directed to use the appropriate set of tables. The
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NONT G S C
TERM B 0
PROD G : S
PROD S : C C
PROD C : 8 C






( 1) A -> B
( 2) 6 -> CC
< 3) C -> DC



























































C -> t. f$
C -> CC.E
C -> DC . , D
C -> DC.fS
-A3
LR( 1) GOTO FUNCTION:
A
B 1
C 2 5 8 9
D 3 6 3 6
E 4 7 4 7
LR(1) ACTION FUNCTION:




D S S S 4 S 3
E S S s 4 c 3
$ A Z 4
-A4
LALR TRANSFORMATION
LR(1) STATES TO DELETE:
to 7 V
LR TO LALR STATE TRANSFORM:
LR 0123456789
LALR 0123<*b346fc>
LALR(l) GOT o function:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
A
8 1
C 2 5 fc
D 3 3 3
E 4 u 4
LALR(l) CT ION FulNOTION













STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
D => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 4
STACK INPUT CHAR.CT = R ANC STTr
=> $
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 4
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2






STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
D => E
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 4
REDUCE USlNb PRODUCTION NO. 3




B 8 D B D
B => D
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
B => D
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
D => E
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
B => D
REDUCE USINU PRODUCTION NO. 4
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
REDUCF USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
STAC* Ii^PUT CmaRaCTEP. AND STATE
D => E
STACK INPUT CHARACTER aNu STaTE
=> $
REDUCE USING PROCUCTICN NO.
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2
RtDUCfc USINli PRODUCTION NO. 1
VAlID IMPUT STRING
-Bl
NONT GRAMMAR EXPRESSION TERM FACTOR
TERM ? * ( ) A
PROD GRAMMAR : EXPRESSION
PROD EXPRESSION : EXPRESSION ? TLRM
PROD EXPRESSION : TERM
PROD TERM : TERM * FACTOR
PROD TERM : FACTOR
PROD FACTOR : ( EXPRtSSICN >
PROD FACTOR : A
INTERNAL GRAMMAR:
NONTERMINALS : a b C D
TERMINALS: E F G M I
START SVMbOL: a
productions:
( 1) A -> P
( 2) B -> BEC
( 3) B -> C
( 4) C -> CFD
( 5) C -> 0
( 6) D -> GBH









































































6 -> .BEC r$
B -> .C,$
B -> BEC tt
6 -> .C,E












A -> B. $
a -> 6. EC >$
b -> b.EC rt
6 -> C. ,$
b -> C,E
c -> CFD 1 4
c -> CFD,>E
c -> CFD ,F
c -> 0. , $
c -> C t E
c -> 0. F
D -> G.fcH >$
D -> O.bH,rE













u -> .GbH, t
L1
-> .Ift





R -> bE.C , i
D -> Bfc .C fc
c -> .CFD, 3
c -> .0,$
r -> .CFD, E
c -> Dtfc

































































0 -> .GbH,t c
D -> I5
U -> .GtH rF
D -> .ItF
C -> CF.D ,t
c -> CF.D,, P
c -> CF.D,,F
D -> .GBH r$









D -> GB.H, F
X
-> b.EC , H
e -> B.EC, P
e -> C. H
B -> C.E
c -> c.-c, H
c -> CFD, c
c -> CFD, F
c -> D..H
c -> 0. 1 1
c -> CfF




E -> .C rl
B -> .BtC,rE
6 -> C . t
C -> .CFC, H
c -> D H
c -> .CFD,rfe
c -> .D,E
c -> .CFD, F
c -> D,F





u -> .GBH, F
u -> .I.F
D -> I. H
y -> I..E
0 -> I..F
r -> EEC . , $
b -> BEC. E
c -> C.FDi S
c -> L.FDi E
c -> CFD, F
c -> CFC. S
c -> CCC, E
c -> CFD., F

























































































































C F C . t P
bdH..H
GB m . , E
bBH. .F
-B5-
LR( 1) GOTO FUNCTION:
A









* 11 4 4
17
H















S A 3 5 7
Sf 7 * i, 2 * 6
S57S4 6 S46
S S ; ^
c
S 3 5 7
" ~





LR( 1) STATES TO DELETE:
9 10 11 12 15 17 16 19 20 21
LR TO LALR STATF TRANSFORM:
LALR 0 1 I ? t I t ? 2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 211 2i45o7B2i459 10oll7bvlCll
LALR(l) GOTO FUNCTION:
.
0 12 3456 789 10 11
A
B 1 b
C 2 2 9
0 3 3 3 10
E & t
P 1 7
G 4 u 4 *
H 11
15 5 5 5
LALR(l) ACTION FUNCTION:
.
















s 2 * "
$ A35 7 246
-B7
INPUT STRING:
A + A + A * A
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
? => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
STACK INPUT Ci-iA =CT;P AND STATt
A => I
stacn input character and state
? => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2
STACK INPUT CHARaCTcR AND STATE
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER ANO STATE
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCT IuN NO. 5
STACK INPUT CHARaCTtR AND STATE
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
=> $
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. *>
REDUCE USINb PRODUCTION NO. 2




A * A ? A ? A
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
A => I
stack input character and state
? => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION *Q . +
REDUCE USlNb PRODUCTION NO. 3
STACK INPuT CHARACTER AND STATE
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
? => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
A => I
STAC^ INPUT CHARACTbR AND STATE
=> $
REDUCE USINb PRODUCTION NO- 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2




A*A + A* + A
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
? => E
reduce using production no. 7
reduce using product i on no. 4
reduce using production no. 3
stack input Character and state
A s> I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND state
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
STACK INPUT uiaRmCTER AND STATE
? => 6






( A + A ) * A
( => G
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 4
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 5
? => 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 6
A => I
STACK INPUT CHAr-'ACTtR AND STATfc 5
) s> H
REDUCE USING PROCUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCC
USING PRODUCTION NO. 2
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 11
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 6
REDUCE USING PROlUCTIuN NO. 5
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 7
A => I
STACK INPUT ChAPaCTER AND STATE 5
=> $
reduce using production no. 7
reduce using prcducticn no. 4
reduce using production no. 3




A + A A
A => I
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE
? => E
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STaTE
A *> I
stack input character and state
* => F
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 7
REOUCt USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
STACK INPUT ChARaCT7R &Hu STaTE
A s> I
STACK INPUT Character and state
s> $
REDUCE USING PRHDuCTICN NO. 7
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 4
REDUCE USING PPODUCTliW NO. 2
REDUCE USING HRODUCTICN NO. 1
VALID INPUT STRING
-Cl-
NONT <COND_STMT> <SCS> <COND_CL>
NONT <TRUE> <FALSE> <CCND BODY> <ELSE>
TERM SEG_bOUr Fl IF EXP* THEN ELSE
PROD <CCNO_STMT> : <SCS>
PROD <SCS> : <COND_CL> <TRUE> FI
PROD <SCS> : <COND CL> <TPUfc> <FaLSE> FI
PROD <CONO CL> : IF EXPR
PROD <TRUE> : Ti-tEN <CCNC_BCDY>
PROD <FALSE> : <ELSE> <COND 80DY>
PROD <ELSE> : ELSE
PROD <COND_BGUY> : SEG_BODY
INTERNAL GRAMMAR:
NONTERMINALS: A 6 C D = F &
terminals: H I j k l m
START SYMBOL: A
PRODUCTIONS:
( 1 > A -> b
( 2 > 8 -> CDI
( 3) B ->
trl'
( 4) C -> JK
( 5) D -> LF
( 6) E -> GF
{ 7) G -> M









































































G -> M. .H
D -> LF-.I
D -> LP. ,M
F -> H..I
F -> H. ,M
b -> CDFI.,5
E -> GF..I
F -> H. ,1
-C3
9 10 11 12 13 14 15























H S S 7




M S 5 8
* A 2 3
-C4-
LALR TRANSFORMATION
LR(1) STATES TO DELETE:
15
LR TO LALR STATE TRANSFORM:
LR 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LALR 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 12
LALR(l) GOTO FUNCTHN:
























H S S 7




M S 5 e
$ A 2 3
-C5
INPUT STRING:
IF EXPR THEN SEG.BODY FI
IF => J
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 3
FXPR => K
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 6
THEN => L
REOUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 4
STACK INPUT CHARACTER ANC STaTE 5
seg body => h
Stack input character and state 12
FI => I
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO.
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 5
STACK INPUT CHARmCTER AND STATE 9
=> $
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 2




IF EXPR THEN SEG_BODY
IF => J
stack input character and state 3
EXPR => K
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 6
THEN => L
reduce using production no. 4
stack input Character and state 5
seg body => h
Stack input character and state 12
=> $




IF EXPR THEN SEG_6GDY ELSE SEG.EODY FI
IF => J
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 3
EXPR => K
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 6
THEN => L
reduce using production no. 4
stack input character amd state 5
seg body => h
Stack input character and state u
ELSE => M
reduce using ppcduction no. 8
reduce using production no. 5
stack input character and statf 10
seg body => h
Deduce using production no. 7
stack input character and state 12
FI => I
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 8
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 6
STACK INPUT CHARACTER AND STATE 13
=> $
REDUCE USING PRODUCTION NO. 3
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